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Marquette, MI, November 3, 2016:

I have been working with Sergio Nevelef of Futbol America since 2007. During this time I have had many different
programs that I have sent players and coaches. The objective of all these programs is to provide players and
coaches an opportunity to participate first hand in the professional “Academy” structure.
Here is an overview of the different program opportunities:
Individual participation in an academy program with a minimum stay of one month and a maximum of 1 year.
Individual coach’s participation in an academy for one month to one year.
Team training in the academy system paired with a team within the club for training and games for between one
and two weeks.
I have participated as a coach for one month during 2007 as preparation for my USSF A License which I received
in 2008. I worked under Claudio Vivas, then Academy Director of Estudiantes La Plata. The experience was
amazing and since then I have sent players to Sergio and those players trained in their age group with some of the
best players in the world.
We have a network of Professional clubs in Argentina and Brazil that open their doors to our players and welcome
them as their own. Our players eat, sleep, train and play with the host club for the duration of their stay. We are
currently working with Banfield, Estudiantes La Plata, River Plate & San Lorenzo in Argentina. In Brazil we work
with Botafogo, Flamengo, Fluminense and Vasco da Gama.
Our first priority is safety and second is to make fantasy a reality for players around the world. This is the
environment that produces the players we all love to watch on tv plying their trade around the world. We will make
sure everything is organized perfectly from the moment the player(s) arrive to the time they board the plane to
return home. We provide the opportunity to access training facilities, coaches and training sessions that have a
track record for player development into the professional game. We also provide a cultural experience with visits to
local landmarks and professional games.
Please understand the enjoyment of the players is of utmost importance to us because we want to continue offering
these opportunities. We can organize full teams very easily because normally each player is within 10 to 20 % of
each other. We pair the team with the appropriate age team in our host club.
So for example when a college team goes they play against the under 21’s, when an ODP Regional or state team
goes we pair them with the same age team. However, if a lower level team wants to have this opportunity we pair
them with a younger academy team not a lower level team (non pro) in their age group. The reason is simple,
the experience is that of the professional system and we do not lower the standards. Professional means
professional no exceptions.
This spring we are offering the opportunity to boys born in 1998, 1999 & 2000 birth years. We have space in San
st
th
Lorenzo for 35 players. This is spring break in Michigan between March 31 and April 10 . We can make another
trip for 2001 to 2003 birth years with the exception of the Christmas period. 14 years of age is youngest age the
clubs are willing to take individual players but we can take teams as young as 13.
I can at any time organize individual or team options for different ages and ability levels. Come join us in
what I term the ultimate fantasy futbol experience.
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